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Following on from the success of last year, PMOz 2013 will once again offer Program, Portfolio and 
Project managers the best opportunity for professional development and to keep their finger's on 
the pulse of industry innovations. The Directors of PMGlobal would like to invite you to come and 
celebrate the best and longest running project management conference in Australia, PMOz, now 
in its 10th year! 
A new session format and new opportunities for networking and knowledge sharing are making their 
debut at PMOz this year. Now being held at the Grand Hyatt Melbourne, this central location allows 
you great flexibility in choosing your own conference experience. 
PMOz 2013 is thrilled to announce our world-class international Keynote, James Leicester, Director of 
PMGloabl, Constat and President of the Global Project Professional Society. James continues to 
push the boundaries to create solutions that help better the project management as a profession. 
Joining James as a Keynote presenter is Winter Olympian and Snowboard Champion, Holly 
Crawford. Come and see Holly in Melbourne this September as she presents "Project 2014: Going for 
Gold at the Winter Olympics" 
Opening the Conference is Australian icon, Peter FitzSimons. Peter will address the overarching 
leadership theme of the Conference with his presentation 'Qualities of Great Leaders' - and the 
Conference will close with a locknote presentation from the infallible Haydn Thomas of Mindation on 
'Needed – Triple Threat Leaders!' 
We have an exceptional line up of session speakers including our Featured presentations from well 
know industry leaders, Lynn Crawford, Stephen Hayes and Tony Gleeson. 
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As Australia continues to feel the chilling winds of the global economy, nowhere more than in project 
management is the pressure felt to demonstrate resilience. Today the term “agile” has become for many a 
business mantra to address mounting these economic woes.  
 
Agile methods are portrayed as the means of moving from traditional technical processes to a more 
proactive and inclusive approach. Agile is perceived as the inevitable result of the evolution of project 
management methodologies. But this is far from the truth, for there is very little ‘new’ or inevitable about 
Agile methods. 
 
The paper explores the role of Agile methods by turning the clock back a century and more, and illustrates 
how today’s practice of project management has come to incorporate methods and tools which can be 
found throughout activities that underpinned the rapid economic growth of the twentieth century. The paper 
traces Agile’s wide ancestry from Scientific Management and Fordism, through the revitalisation of Japan 
post-World War 2 and the expansion of lean manufacturing, to the US military and space programs. 
Agile is seen as the default project management approach in the era of rapidly changing technologies and 
mounting economic pressures. But as this paper argues, these technological and economic conditions are 
not new. And neither for that matter are Agile methods. 
 
By uncovering Agile’s evolutionary history we see patterns of change and adaptation in methods of 
production that suggests an inevitability in how project management methods will adapt in response to 
ever-increasing and complex technological and economic pressures. Agile is therefore reframed not as an 
end-game, but part of the evolutionary journey of project management. 
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